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Abstract. There have been comparatively few studies re-
ported of the 2-day planetary wave in the middle atmo-
sphere at polar latitudes. Here we report on a study made
using high-latitude meteor radars at Rothera in the Antarc-
tic (68◦ S, 68◦ W) and Esrange in Arctic Sweden (68◦ N,
21◦ E). Observations from 2005–2008 are used for Rothera
and from 1999–2008 for Esrange. Measurements were made
of horizontal winds at heights of 80–100 km. The radar data
revealed distinct summertime and wintertime 2-day waves.
The Antarctic summertime wave occurs with significant am-
plitudes in January – February at heights between about 88–
100 km. Horizontal wind monthly variances associated with
the wave exceed 160 m2 s−2 and the zonal component has
larger amplitudes than the meridional. In contrast, the Arc-
tic summertime wave occurs for a longer duration, June–
August and has meridional amplitudes larger than the zonal
amplitudes. The Arctic summertime wave is weaker than
that in the Antarctic and maximum monthly variances are
typically 60 m2 s−2. In both hemispheres the summertime
wave reaches largest amplitudes in the strongly sheared east-
ward zonal flow above the zero-wind line and is largely ab-
sent in the westward flow below. The observed differences
in the summertime wave are probably due to the differences
in the background zonal winds in the two hemispheres. The
Antarctic and Arctic wintertime 2-day waves have very simi-
lar behaviour. The Antarctic wave has significant amplitudes
in May–August and the Arctic wave in November–February.
Both are evident across the full height range observed.
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1 Introduction

The quasi-2-day, or 2-day, wave is a prominent feature of
the mesosphere and lower thermosphere (MLT) region. It is
observed each year around summer solstice. It has been ob-
served in measurements of winds, temperature and geopoten-
tial height. In the wind field, the amplitude of the wave can
exceed 20 ms−1 near the mesopause, making it the largest
amplitude planetary wave observed at mesopause heights.

First observations of the wave were reported by Muller
(1972). The wave has since been extensively studied by
ground-based radar. In particular, meteor and MF radars have
been used to investigate the vertical structure and climatol-
ogy of the wave at middle and low latitudes (e.g., Salby and
Roper, 1980; Craig et al., 1983; Plumb et al., 1987; Tsuda et
al., 1988; Harris and Vincent, 1993; Palo and Avery, 1996;
Jacobi et al., 1997; Thayaparan et al., 1997; Jacobi et al.,
1998; Gurubaran et al., 2001; Manson et al., 2004; Pancheva
et al., 2004; Riggin et al., 2004). Satellite observations have
been used to investigate the global-scale structure of the wave
(e.g., Rodgers and Prata, 1981; Wu et al., 1993; Ward et al.,
1996; Lieberman, 1999; Limpasuvan and Wu, 2003; Smith,
2003; Riggin et al., 2004; Sandford et al., 2008). Theoreti-
cal studies have investigated the excitation of the wave, its
global-scale structure and its interaction with other waves
and tides (e.g., Norton and Thuburn, 1996; Palo et al., 1999;
Jacobi et al., 2006; Salby and Callaghan, 2008).

These studies have led to an overall understanding of
the general characteristics of the 2-day wave. Observations
of the 2-day wave have revealed that its amplitude max-
imises at middle to low latitudes in summer (e.g., Wu et
al., 1996; Limpasuvan and Wu, 2003; Merzlyakov et al.,
2004; Limpasuvan et al., 2005). At middle and low latitudes,
the wave is composed primarily of westward-propagating
zonal wavenumbers 3 and 4 (hereafter W3 and W4). The
wave maximises in mid to late summer at mesopause heights
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and attains maximum amplitude between 90–95 km in both
hemispheres. At these latitudes, the amplitude maximum in
the Southern Hemisphere exceeds that of the Northern Hemi-
sphere. The Southern Hemisphere wave is primarily a W3
wave, while the Northern Hemisphere wave is a mixture of
W2, W3 and W4. The wave period also varies between the
two hemispheres. In the Southern Hemisphere at low to mid-
dle latitudes the wave period is often observed to be very
close to 2 days (e.g., Craig et al., 1980; Wu et al., 1996)
However, at high southern latitudes the period has been ob-
served to be slightly longer, e.g., in the range 50–53 h (e.g.,
Baumgaertner et al., 2008). In the Northern Hemisphere the
wave period is observed to range between about 1.8 and 2.2
days. In both hemispheres the vertical wavelength is usu-
ally observed to be very large (larger than∼70 km). Further,
note that a recent study by Palo et al. (2007) suggested that
non-linear interaction between the summertime 2-day wave
and the migrating diurnal tide might generate a wavenum-
ber 2 eastward propagating 2-day wave (hereafter E2) which
would occur simultaneously with the westward propagating
modes.

Two mechanisms have been proposed for the excitation of
the westward-propagating 2-day wave in the middle atmo-
sphere. The first is that the 2-day wave is a manifestation
of the (3,0) Rossby-gravity normal mode (Salby, 1981). The
second is that the 2-day wave arises from a baroclinic in-
stability of the summer mesospheric jet (Plumb, 1983). This
latter mechanism was further developed by Pfister (1985) in a
two-dimensional stability analysis. Theoretical and observa-
tional studies have supported both the normal-mode and in-
stability interpretations, suggesting that the excitation mech-
anism of the 2-day wave may actually be a combination of
the two. For instance, the theoretical study of Salby and
Callaghan (2001) suggested that under solstice conditions the
Rossby-gravity mode amplifies through sympathetic interac-
tion with the summertime mean flow. This instability forcing
appears to have little effect on the period or structure of the
2-day wave.

In contrast to the situation at middle and low latitudes,
there have been relatively few studies of the 2-day wave at
polar latitudes in the MLT, although 2-day waves have been
reported in the winter polar stratosphere region (e.g., Prata,
1984; Coy et al 2003; Lait and Stanford, 1988). Recent stud-
ies made using ground-based radars have investigated the
summertime mesospheric polar 2-day wave and have also
revealed the existence of strong 2-day wave activity around
the winter solstice at high latitudes (Nozawa et al., 2003a, b;
Manson et al., 2004; Merzlyakov et al., 2004; Riggin et al.,
2004; Nozawa et al., 2005; Palo et al., 2007; Baumgaertner et
al., 2008; Sandford et al., 2008). Nozawa et al. (2003a) pre-
sented a climatology of the 2-day wave in the Arctic based
on three years of observations at heights of 70–91 km made
by an MF radar at Tromsø (69.6◦ N, 19.2◦ E). They observed
2-day wave activity in both summer and winter. Nozawa
et al. (2003b) further investigated the characteristics of the

2-day wave at Tromsø (69.6◦ N, 19.2◦ E) and Poker Flat
(65.2◦ N, 147.6◦ W). They suggested that zonal wavenum-
bers 2 and 4 occur more frequently than zonal wavenumber
3 and that the wintertime 2-day wave might actually be an
E2 oscillation. Manson et al. (2004) presented observations
of the 2-day wave for one year using MF radars at Tromsø
(69.6◦ N, 19.2◦ E), Andenes MF radar (69◦ N, 16◦ E), and
meteor radar at Esrange (68◦ N, 21◦ E). Again, significant
wave activity was observed in winter as well as in summer.
This strong winter activity is not observed at low or middle
latitudes.

There have been very few studies of the Antarctic 2-day
wave. Phillips (1989) observed the 2-day wave over Maw-
son, Antarctica (67◦ S, 63◦ E) and Adelaide, Australia (35◦ S,
138◦ E). Baumgaertner et al. (2008) reported 2-day waves
in the Antarctic at heights up to 95 km measured by MF
radars at Scott Base (78◦ S, 167◦ E), Davis (69◦ S, 78◦ E), and
Rothera (68◦ S, 68◦ W). Again, wave activity was evident in
summer and winter. Sandford et al. (2008) used geopotential
height data from the Aura satellite to investigate the zonal
structure of the wintertime 2-day wave and confirmed that it
is an E2 oscillation, probably originating on the poleward
flank of the stratospheric polar vortex and propagating up
into the MLT.

In this study we present simultaneous observations of sum-
mertime and wintertime polar 2-day waves in the MLT re-
gion. The observations were made using identical meteor
radars at conjugate geographical latitudes and so extend the
earlier studies described above. Horizontal wind data are
used to establish the general characteristics of the waves in
the Antarctic and Arctic MLT region at heights of∼80–
100 km. Representative climatologies of the summertime
and wintertime waves are determined from multiple years
worth of data (2005–2008 at Rothera and 1999–2008 at Es-
range). Inter-annual variability is investigated. A key fo-
cus of the work is to quantify differences between the 2-day
waves of the Antarctic and Arctic regions and investigate in-
teractions of the waves with the general circulation.

2 Data and analysis

The data analysed in this paper were obtained from two me-
teor radars located at Rothera (68◦ S, 68◦ W) in the Antarctic
and Esrange (68◦ N, 21◦ E) in Arctic Sweden. The Rothera
radar has been in operation since February 2005 and the Es-
range radar since October 1999. Both radars have been in
continuous operation for most of the time since these dates.

Both radars are commercially produced SKiYMET VHF
systems that operate in an “all-sky” configuration with radi-
ated power being largely independent of azimuth. The radars
have height and time resolutions of about 1 km and about
1 h, respectively. See Hocking et al. (2001) and Mitchell et
al. (2002) for details. The radars operate continuously, gener-
ating hourly values of zonal and meridional winds at heights
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of ∼80–100 km. This height range is split into six indepen-
dent height-gates with depths of 5, 3, 3, 3, 3, 5 km. However,
the vertical distribution of meteor echoes is strongly peaked
at a height of∼90 km and the meteor counts decrease above
and below this height. To allow for this, in each height-
gate the average meteor echo height is calculated from all
the meteors within that gate. This yields heights of 80.8,
84.7, 87.5, 90.4, 93.3 and 97.1 km, as the mean heights of all
the meteor echoes falling within each of the above six height
gates. There is very little variation in the distribution of echo
heights with time and so these values are used throughout the
data set

For each month of data a variance value was calculated
from the bandpassed horizontal winds in each height gate.
The winds were bandpassed between 1.6 and 2.8 days. This
variance is taken as a proxy for the activity of the 2-day
waves in each height gate for the month in question. This
was done for both zonal and meridional winds. Variance is
a useful quantity because it is proportional to wave kinetic
energy density per unit mass. However, it is also useful to
relate this to wave amplitudes. For a sine wave, wave am-
plitude is equal to the square root of two times the variance.
This means that variances of 20, 60, 100 and 140 m2 s−2 cor-
respond to wave amplitudes of 6.3, 11.0, 14.1 and 16.7 ms−1.
Note that there may be significant short-term variability of
the 2-day wave within each month. The monthly variance
(and its equivalent amplitude) represents the average level of
wave activity for that month.

3 Results

3.1 General characteristics of the polar 2-day waves

The occurrence of 2-day waves in the MLT region observed
by the radars can be investigated by the use of spectral analy-
sis. Figure 1 presents a wavelet analysis of meridional winds
over Rothera and Esrange for the years 2005 to 2008. These
years are chosen because they are the ones for which simul-
taneous observations were made over both Rothera and Es-
range. A Morlet wavelet was used with 6 cycles of the wave
contained within a Gaussian envelope. This wavelet was cho-
sen because it has a similar morphology to the episodes of
planetary-wave activity often reported in the MLT. The re-
sults are for a height of 93.3 km. The figure reveals that there
is a rich field of planetary-wave activity over both Rothera
and Esrange. Planetary-wave activity can be seen to occur
in strong intermittent bursts and to have wave periods from
less than 2 days to more than 10 days. If we consider waves
with periods near 2 days, it can be seen that the bursts are of
relatively short duration, often lasting no more than 10 days
or so. Significant wave amplitude is present at wave periods
from about 1.5 to near 3 days. Wave activity appears to be
strongest around the summer and winter solstices and signif-
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Figure 1. Wavelet analysis of meridional winds as a function of time at a height of ~ 93 km a) 673 

over Rothera in 2006, b) over Esrange in 2007. The signal is only plotted above the 95% 674 
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Fig. 1. Wavelet analysis of meridional winds as a function of time
at a height of∼93 km(a) over Rothera in 2006,(b) over Esrange in
2007. The signal is only plotted above the 95% confidence level.

icantly weaker around the equinoxes. We will describe these
waves with period near 2 days as “2-day waves”.

To determine the period of the wave in different seasons,
periods between 1.7–2.5 days were least squares fitted to
zonal and meridional winds in a 12-day window. The pe-
riod of the fitted wave was moved in 1 h steps from 40 h (1.7
days) to 60 h (2.5 days). The wave period at which maxi-
mum amplitude occurred was recorded and taken to be the
period of the 2-day wave in that window. This window was
then incremented through the time series in steps of 3 days.
This analysis was applied to the summer (June – August)
and winter (December–January) months for each year in both
hemispheres and for all height gates. The wave period deter-
mined from each fit was then averaged over the season to
yield a seasonally-averaged wave period for the 2-day wave.
A threshold wave amplitude of 10 ms−1 was used as a cut off
in this seasonal averaging so that the wave period was only
determined from intervals of strong wave activity.
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Fig. 2. Bandpassed meridional winds as a function of time at a
height of∼93 km, for 2007,(a) over Rothera,(b) over Esrange. The
data have been bandpassed between periods of 1.6 and 2.8 days.

The results of this analysis suggest that in Antarctic sum-
mer, the average wave period is 51.1 h (2.13 days). In Arctic
summer the average wave period is 54.7 h (2.28 days). In
winter, the wave period maximises with a period of 52.7 h
(2.20 days) in the Antarctic and 54.5 h (2.27 days) in the Arc-
tic. The uncertainty in these wave periods is∼1 h. These
results are in general agreement with the observations de-
scribed in Sect. 1.

To examine the 2-day waves in more detail, the wind time
series were bandpassed as described in Sect. 2. The filter was
an elliptical type with the 99% high/low cut-off frequencies
corresponding to periods of 1.6 and 2.8 days. We assume that
wave activity within this period band is dominated by the 2-
day waves of interest (note that at the latitude of Rothera and
Esrange the inertial period is approximately 0.54 days and so
there will be no significant gravity-wave activity within the
frequency band selected for the filter).

Figure 2 presents the results of this analysis in the case
of meridional winds recorded over Rothera and Esrange,
respectively, in 2007. The figure shows that wave activ-
ity is present throughout the year in this period range, but
that strong bursts of wave activity occur only in winter and
in late summer. For example, over Rothera amplitudes
exceed 10 ms−1 in winter (June–August) and in summer
(December–January). Similarly, over Esrange wave ampli-
tudes exceed 10 ms−1in winter (December–January) and in
summer (July–August). The zonal amplitudes (not shown)
reveal a similar pattern of behaviour, although the zonal am-
plitudes are smaller in the Arctic summer.

We can quantify the duration of bursts of activity of the
2-day wave by noting the length of time a particular burst of
activity has an amplitude above a particular threshold. If we
consider a threshold amplitude of 10 ms−1, we find that in
summer there were 26 separate bursts of wave activity with

Fig. 3. Bandpassed meridional winds as a function of time and
height during summertime 2007, for heights of∼80–97 km,(a)over
Rothera,(b) over Esrange. The data were bandpassed between pe-
riods of 1.6 and 2.8 days.

amplitude greater than this threshold in the 13 summer sea-
sons observed (4 summers over Rothera and 9 over Esrange).
Here we define summer as December, January and February
(Rothera) and June, July and August (Esrange). In these 26
bursts, 8 had durations<5 days, 13 had durations of 5–10
days, 3 had durations of 10–15 days and only 2 had dura-
tions>15 days.

There were also 13 winter seasons observed with 20 sep-
arate bursts of wave activity in which amplitudes exceeded
10 ms−1. Here we define winter as June, July and August
(Rothera) and December, January and February (Esrange).
In these 20 winter bursts, 10 had durations<5 days, 6 had
durations of 5–10 days, 2 had durations of 10–15 days and
2 had durations>15 days. This suggests that the bursts of
wave activity are on average of longer duration in summer
than in winter.

To investigate the vertical structure of the summer and
winter waves, data from the six height gates were bandpassed
as above and then used to produce time – height contours of
zonal and meridional winds over each site. Figure 3 presents
two examples of this analysis for periods of strong wave ac-
tivity evident in Fig. 2. Figure 3a presents contours of the
summertime meridional wind over Rothera in the Antarc-
tic for 1 December 2006 to 28 February 2007. Figure 3b
presents contours of the summertime meridional wind over
Esrange for 1 June 2007 to 31 August 2007. These intervals
are presented as being typical of summertime 2-day wave
activity observed in bursts over these two sites. Several dis-
tinguishing characteristics are apparent from the examples, i)
the wave activity occurs in strong bursts with duration of 10
to 20 days, although wave activity is present throughout the
whole height-time interval, ii) the phase fronts of the wave
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Fig. 4. Bandpassed meridional winds as a function of time and
height during wintertime 2007, for heights of∼80–97 km,(a) over
Rothera,(b) over Esrange. The data were bandpassed between pe-
riods of 1.6 and 2.8 days.

are effectively vertical, implying a long vertical wavelength,
iii) in the Antarctic the wave only reaches large amplitudes
(>10 ms−1) at heights above about 90 km. In the Arctic the
wave maximises at heights of 90–95 km and decays above
this height.

Figure 4 presents similar examples of this analysis for data
representative of the winter season. Figure 4a presents con-
tours of the wintertime meridional wind over Rothera for
1 June 2007 to 31 August 2007. Figure 4b presents contours
of the wintertime meridional wind over Esrange for 1 De-
cember 2006 to 28 February 2007. These intervals are again
presented as being typical of wintertime 2-day wave activ-
ity. Several distinguishing characteristics are again apparent
from the figures, i) the wave activity again occurs in bursts,
although there is a suggestion that the bursts are of shorter
duration than is the case in the summertime, ii) the phase
fronts are again effectively vertical, implying a long verti-
cal wavelength, iii) in contrast to the summertime wave, the
wave activity occurs across the whole height range observed
and does not seem to maximise in a particular height range.

3.2 Climatology of the polar 2-day waves

From the results presented in the previous Section it is ap-
parent that there is a seasonal cycle in the 2-day wave ac-
tivity. To investigate this further, Fig. 5 presents time-height
contours of monthly variance at heights of∼80–100 km for
zonal and meridional components measured over Rothera
from April 2005 to December 2008 (calculated as in Sect. 2).
Indicated on each figure as open contours are the monthly-
mean zonal winds for each year. From the figure it can be
seen that there is a seasonal cycle in 2-day wave activity with
a maximum in mid to late summer (December–February), a

secondary maximum in winter (reaching largest variances in
June–August) and equinoctial minima. These maxima cor-
respond to the events described in Sect. 3.1. As suggested
by the bandpassed results of Fig. 3, the summertime wave
reaches largest variances at heights above∼90–95 km. For
instance, zonal monthly variances exceed 100 m2 s−2 in Jan-
uary 2006, 2007 and 2008, corresponding to monthly-mean
amplitudes of>14 ms−1. In contrast, the wintertime wave
can reach large variances across the entire height range ob-
served. A considerable degree of inter-annual variability is
also apparent. For example, the summertime 2-day wave
is significantly stronger in 2006 compared to 2007 or 2008.
This is particularly noticeable in the meridional component.
However, in summer there is a clear tendency for the wave
activity to be strong only in the regions of eastward winds
above the zero-wind line. The wintertime 2-day wave also
exhibits significant inter-annual variability.

Figure 6 presents a similar analysis applied to data from
Esrange. The seasonal behaviour is generally similar to that
observed over Rothera. Again, the summertime 2-day wave
tends to maximise at heights above∼90 km, above the zero-
wind line, and the wintertime 2-day wave is present across
the height range observed. Inter-annual variability is also
very strong.

One difference evident between the results from Rothera
and Esrange is that over Rothera the summertime 2-day
wave has larger variances in the zonal component than in the
meridional, whereas over Esrange the meridional variances
are larger than the zonal variances.

To provide a clearer understanding of the seasonal be-
haviour of the 2-day wave, a composite-year analysis (i.e. a
superposed-epoch or average-year analysis) was carried out
using all available data. The monthly variance data have a
log-normal distribution and so the composite year cannot be
produced by simply averaging the monthly variances in a par-
ticular height gate over all the years available. Instead, the
variance was calculated for a given month and height gate by
constructing a continuous time series of bandpassed winds
for that height gate and month using data from all years. A
variance was then calculated for this single time series and
the procedure repeated for all other height gates and months.
Figure 7a presents time-height contours of a composite-year
analysis at heights of∼80–100 km for the meridional com-
ponent of winds over Rothera. The monthly-mean zonal
winds were similarly averaged. Contours of these mean
zonal winds are also plotted on the figure as lines. Figure 7b
presents a similar analysis of the zonal component of the 2-
day wave. Again, the monthly mean zonal winds are also
plotted for comparison.

It can be seen from the figures that over Rothera the sum-
mertime wave has a much larger variance than the winter-
time wave. The summertime wave reaches variances above
160 m2 s−2, at heights above∼90 km in the zonal compo-
nent. In fact, the summertime wave variance maximises just
above the zero-wind line in both components. In contrast the
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Fig. 5. Time-height contours of the monthly variance of bandpassed horizontal winds over Rothera in the Antarctic between April 2005 and
December 2008. The bandpass is between periods of 1.6 and 2.8 days. Also plotted are monthly mean zonal winds (open contours). The
zero-wind contour is indicated by the heavy dashed white line.

Fig. 6. Time-height contours of the monthly variance of bandpassed horizontal winds over Esrange in the Arctic between October 1999 and
December 2008. The bandpass is between periods of 1.6 and 2.8 days. Also plotted are monthly mean zonal winds (open contours). The
zero-wind contour is indicated by the heavy dashed white line.
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Fig. 7. A composite-year analysis of the Rothera (Antarctic) variance data from Fig. 5 for(a) the meridional component and(b) the zonal
component (filled colour contours). Also plotted are monthly mean zonal winds (open contours). The zero-wind contour is indicated by the
heavy dashed white line. Note that the time axis is arranged so as to allow easy comparison with Fig. 8 (i.e. summer in the centre).

Fig. 8. A composite-year analysis of the Esrange (Arctic) variance data from Fig. 6 for(a) the meridional component and(b) the zonal
component (filled colour contours). Also plotted are monthly mean zonal winds (open contours). The zero-wind contour is indicated by the
heavy dashed white line.

wintertime wave is generally smaller than 60 m2 s−2 at most
heights.

Figure 8 presents a similar composite-year analysis for the
data from Esrange. As in Fig. 7, contours of mean zonal
winds are plotted on the figure as lines. The results from
Esrange are generally similar to those from Rothera. Again
the summertime wave has a larger maximum variance than
the wintertime wave and maximises just above the zero-
wind line. The summertime wave reaches a maximum of
∼60 m2 s−2 at a height of∼93 km in the meridional compo-
nent. The zonal component is rather weaker, with a maxi-
mum of∼50 m2 s−2. The wintertime wave has a variance at
most heights of about 40 m2 s−2, with a minimum at about
88–90 km in both zonal and meridional components.

3.3 Antarctic/Arctic comparisons

We will now compare and contrast the climatology of sum-
mertime and wintertime 2-day waves in the Antarctic and
Arctic.

Firstly, we will consider the summertime 2-day wave.
From Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that there are a number
of key similarities and differences between the 2-day wave
of the two polar regions. These are:

1. The maximum variance of the wave is larger in the
Antarctic than the Arctic. This is true in both the
zonal and meridional components. For example, in
the Antarctic the summertime wave monthly variance
reaches values larger than 160 m2 s−2, whereas in the
Arctic the equivalent value is only about 60 m2 s−2.

2. The relative magnitude of the zonal and merid-
ional components is different between the two hemi-
spheres. In the Antarctic, the zonal component is larger
than the meridional and the ratio of peak variance,
zonal/meridional, is about 1.3 at a height of about 93 km
in January. In contrast, in the Arctic the meridional
component is larger than the zonal and the ratio of peak
variance, zonal/meridional, is about 0.7 at a height of
about 93 km in July.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/9/6377/2009/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 9, 6377–6388, 2009
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Fig. 9. A composite year analysis of variances at a height of∼93 km, corresponding to the data shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for(a) the meridional
component and(b) the zonal component. Months are for Esrange, Rothera data shifted by 6 months to make seasons comparable.

3. In both hemispheres the summertime wave maximises
at a height of about 93 km. This is in the region of
strongly sheared zonal flow associated with the sum-
mertime middle atmosphere zonal jet. The waves reach
largest amplitudes above the zero-wind line, but are still
detectable to the lowest heights observed.

4. The duration of occurrence of the 2-day wave appears
to be shorter in the Antarctic than in the Arctic. In the
Antarctic, strong wave activity lasts only a little longer
than one month (January), but in the Arctic strong
wave activity is evident for at least three months (June–
August). This appears to be connected to the dura-
tion of the strongly-sheared zonal flow occurring above
the zero-wind line. In the Antarctic, such strong shear
above the zero-wind line, with the zero-wind line at a
height of about 90 km or below, only occurs in January.
So although there is strong zonal wind shear in Decem-
ber, the zero-wind line occurs at heights above 95 km
and there is no evidence of the wave having significant
activity. In contrast, in the Arctic, strong zonal wind
shears exist above the zero-wind line with the zero-
wind line being below about 90 km throughout June-
August. The wave is observed throughout this longer in-
terval. However, because only three summer seasons of
Antarctic observations are available these conclusions
must be treated with some caution.

To investigate the duration of occurrence of the 2-day wave
in more detail, Fig. 9a, b presents composite variances at a
height of ∼93 km. The variances calculated over Rothera
were shifted by 6 months in order to make the seasons com-
parable, so the months used on the time axis are those at
Esrange. Figure 9a presents the meridional mean monthly
variances measured over Rothera and Esrange. Figure 9b
presents a similar analysis for the zonal component. It can be
seen from the figures that the summertime wave activity over

the Antarctic is significantly more intense in both compo-
nents. However, in the meridional component the Antarctic
wave activity appears to be shorter lived than that in the Arc-
tic, although this may be influenced by the strong 2005/2006
summertime event since this is a mean taken from 3 years.

Secondly, we will consider the wintertime 2-day wave.
From Figs. 7 and 8, it can be seen that there are again a num-
ber of key similarities and differences between the winter-
time 2-day wave of the two polar regions. These are:

1. The variances appear to be very similar in both the
Antarctic and Arctic. The mean variances in both
hemispheres reach maximum values between∼50–
60 m2 s−2.

2. In both hemispheres the ratio of zonal to meridional
variances is approximately one.

3. The wave is evident across the height range observed,
but in both hemispheres has a minimum at heights be-
tween∼88–90 km with maxima above and below this
height.

4. In both hemispheres the duration of the wave appears
to be very similar. The wave reaches largest variances
(say, above 20 m2 s−2) in May–August over Rothera
and November–February over Esrange.

To investigate further the differences in the 2-day wave be-
tween the Antarctic and Arctic, a ratio of the composite years
of Figs. 7 and 8 was calculated. The composite monthly
mean variances calculated over Rothera were shifted by 6
months in order to make the seasons comparable. Figure 10
presents time-height contours of these ratios. In the figure,
the months used on the time axis correspond to the month at
Esrange. Figure 10a presents the composite monthly mean
variances for the meridional component of the 2-day wave
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Fig. 10. A ratio of the composite year analyses from Figs. 7 and 8 for(a) the meridional component and(b) the zonal component. In each
case the ratio is the variance at Rothera divided by the variance at Esrange. The months are for Esrange, Rothera data shifted by 6 months to
make seasons comparable.

over Rothera divided by the equivalent variance from Es-
range. Figure 10b presents a similar analysis for the zonal
component. Differences of the composite years of Figs. 7 and
8 were also calculated for both zonal and meridional compo-
nents (not shown here). The differences calculated confirmed
the results in Fig. 10.

The data presented in the figure show considerable inter-
hemispheric differences between Rothera and Esrange. The
summertime 2-day wave (June–August) is stronger over
Rothera, in both the zonal and meridional components. The
ratio reaches a maximum of just over 4 in the zonal compo-
nent at heights of∼90–94 km, corresponding to larger wave
amplitudes in the Antarctic. In contrast, in the meridional
component, although the variances are larger over Rothera
the ratio is only about 2.5.

If we consider the wintertime 2-day wave, there is no clear
tendency for larger variances over either polar region.

4 Discussion

Nozawa et al. (2003b) suggested that in the mesosphere and
lower thermosphere the summertime 2-day wave and the
wintertime 2-day wave are actually separate phenomena, the
first being the familiar W2, W3, W4 propagating planetary
waves and the latter being an E2 wave. Palo et al. (2007),
Baumgaertner et al. (2008) and Sandford et al. (2008) used
satellite observations to confirm this suggestion. Palo et
al. (2007) suggested that E2 waves of this type are generated
by non-linear interactions between the summertime 2-day
wave and the migrating diurnal tide. Sandford et al. (2008)
suggested that the wintertime E2 wave observed in the MLT
is the mesospheric manifestation of a stratospheric wave pro-
posed by Prata (1984) to originate on the poleward flank of
the winter polar stratospheric vortex. Here we will discuss
the summertime and wintertime waves in turn.

Firstly, we will consider the summertime 2-day wave. A
number of observers have investigated the 2-day wave at
mid-latitudes in the northern and Southern Hemispheres. The
wave periods we observe are generally in agreement with
those reported in other high latitude studies (e.g., Nozawa
et al., 2003; Baumgaertner et al., 2008). These studies
have revealed a general pattern in which the largest ampli-
tudes occur in the Southern Hemisphere (e.g., Craig et al.,
1980; Rodgers and Prata, 1981; Craig et al., 1983; Limpa-
suvan and Wu, 2003). Our observations suggest that the
larger Southern Hemisphere amplitudes persist to high lat-
itudes and are clearly observed in the polar regions. This
inter-hemispheric difference in amplitude is probably due to
the different wavenumber components comprising the 2-day
wave in the two hemispheres. In particular, the Southern
Hemisphere is known to be dominated by a W3 component,
whereas the Northern Hemisphere is known to have signif-
icant additional contributions from the W2 and W4 compo-
nents (e.g., Meek et al., 1996; Norton and Thuburn, 1996;
Lieberman, 1999; Limpasuvan and Wu, 2003; Pancheva et
al., 2004).

Our observations also suggest that the average duration
of 2-day wave activity is shorter in the Antarctic than the
Arctic, although the Antarctic wave can reach larger ampli-
tudes. An explanation for this behaviour might be as follows.
The major W3 component of the 2-day wave is believed to
have the character of the Rossby (3,0) normal mode, but can
be excited by instabilities associated with the summertime
mesospheric westward jet (e.g., Fritts et al., 1999; Lieber-
man, 1999; Salby and Callaghan, 2001; Rojas and Norton,
2007). We thus might expect to find strongest wave activity
at times when there is strong shear in the summertime meso-
spheric jet.

However, the wave propagation is constrained by
wave/mean-flow interactions as outlined by the Charney-
Drazin theorem. Thus it can only propagate within a particu-
lar range of zonal wind speeds. The Charney-Drazin theorem
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can be approximated as allowing propagation only for zonal
mean wind speeds, 0<ū−cx<uc, whereū is the zonal mean
wind, cx is the zonal phase speed of the planetary wave which
is ∼−28 ms−1 for a 2-day W3 wave at a latitude of 68◦,
where the minus sign indicates westward propagation anduc

is the Rossby critical velocity (Charney and Drazin, 1961).
This means that the wave should only be able to propagate in
westward zonal wind speeds above−28 ms−1 (i.e. the wave
cannot propagate through the strongly westward flow of the
summertime middle-atmosphere jet). Similarly, a 2-day W4
wave at these latitudes should only be able to propagate in
zonal winds above−21 ms−1.

This application of Charney-Drazin theorem is subject
to two qualifications. The first is that the simple theory
quoted above is an approximation. Thus as noted by Luo
et al. (2002), in the real atmosphere, weak wave activity may
be observed outside of the regions defined by the theorem.
The second qualification is that our results are presented as
monthly mean winds and monthly variances. This means that
in months where the average wind speed is outside the range
specified by the theorem, there may still be episodes within
that month where the wind speed does for a time fall within
the range specified and so allowed the wave to propagate.

Because the zero-wind line is higher in the early months
of the summer in the Antarctic, compared to the Arctic (at
least in the years observed), the zonal winds are not strongly
eastwards enough in the height range observed to allow the
wave to propagate in the Antarctic during these early sum-
mer months. For example, over Rothera in November and
December the zonal winds are almost entirely westward,
whereas in the corresponding months in the Arctic (May and
June) the winds become increasingly eastward above about
90 km (see Figs. 7 and 8). The summertime 2-day wave is
thus largely absent in early Antarctic summer, but is present
in early Arctic summer, leading to a reduced overall duration
of occurrence in the Antarctic.

Secondly, we will consider the wintertime 2-day wave. In
contrast to the summertime situation, the wintertime wave
appears to have relatively small inter-hemispheric differ-
ences. In both the Antarctic and Arctic the seasonal clima-
tology appears to be similar and the ratio of zonal to merid-
ional variances is on average close to 1. The wave is present
throughout the height range observed in both hemispheres
and has a smaller maximum variance (i.e., smaller ampli-
tude) than the summertime wave in the climatological av-
erage.

In both hemispheres, the wintertime wave variance has a
minimum at a height of∼88–90 km. This behaviour was also
reported by Nozawa et al. (2005), where it was suggested that
the secondary maxima in the wintertime 2-day wave ampli-
tudes may be due to nonlinear coupling process between the
2-day wave and other waves/tides for example, the 24 and
12 h tides.

The wave was present in all the winters observed in both
hemispheres and so seems to be a persistent feature of the

wintertime polar mesosphere and lower thermosphere. Satel-
lite observations have revealed this to be an E2 wave possibly
originating in the lower polar stratosphere (Baumgaertner et
al., 2008; Sandford et al., 2008) or generating by non-linear
interactions (Palo et al., 2007). Our observations show that
despite the well known differences between the Antarctic and
Arctic lower stratosphere, at MLT heights there is surpris-
ingly little inter-hemispheric difference in the character of
the wintertime 2-day wave.

The seasonal behaviour of this wintertime wave suggests
it interacts with the mean winds. For an E2 2-day wave at
68◦ latitude, the zonal phase speed will be about +43.6 ms−1.
The wave will thus only be able to propagate in regions
where the zonal wind speed is greater than this value. How-
ever, in our observations, significant wave activity is evident
at times when the monthly-mean wind is smaller than this
value. For instance, significant wave activity is observed
during winter with monthly-mean zonal winds as small as
+20 ms−1. However, unlike the case with the summertime
wave, this wintertime wave will have been able to prop-
agate through the strongly eastward winds of the middle-
atmosphere jet to the heights where it is observed.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented climatologies of the 2-
day wave at Antarctic and Arctic latitudes. These were
constructed from data recorded using identical meteor
radars situated at the conjugate geographical latitudes of
Rothera, (68◦ S, 68◦ W) and Esrange (68◦ N, 21◦ E). Inter-
hemispheric comparisons can therefore be made free from
the biases that might affect measurements if made by differ-
ent techniques, such as comparisons between meteor and MF
radars. This allows a robust assessment of inter-hemispheric
differences between the two polar regions. The observations
reveal two distinctly different waves in summer and winter
in both hemispheres. We suggest that the summertime wave
is the polar manifestation of the classic mid-latitude W3 and
W4 2-day wave. We suggest that the wintertime wave is the
polar E2 wave reported in the satellite observations described
in Sect. 1.

In summer, the 2-day wave was observed in each year. A
considerable degree of inter-annual variability was observed
in both hemispheres. The climatological mean reveals that
the wave amplitude is, on average, larger in the Antarctic
than the Arctic. In the Antarctic the zonal component of the
wave is larger than the meridional (at least in the three years
observed). This is in contrast to the Arctic where the merid-
ional component dominates. However, the duration of strong
wave activity in the Antarctic is usually shorter than in the
Arctic. This shorter Antarctic duration may be due to the
shorter interval of time during which a strong shear exists in
the eastward zonal flow above the zero-wind line. The dif-
ferent durations of occurrence of the 2-day wave would thus
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be a consequence of the differences in the background flow
of the two polar regions.

The wintertime 2-day wave is also a persistent feature
of the polar MLT. It occurs each year. The variance (and
thus amplitude) of the wintertime wave is generally smaller
than the summertime wave in both the Antarctic and Arctic.
The meridional and zonal components have approximately
equal variances. There is clear inter-annual variation in the
monthly wave variance but little variation in the months dur-
ing which the wave occurs. Our observations show that the
observed characteristics of the 2-day MLT wintertime wave
are very similar in both hemispheres. From this we conclude
that it is the same type of wave being observed in the Antarc-
tic and Arctic (the E2 described above). This similarity in
behavior of the Antarctic and Arctic wintertime wave occurs
despite the significant inter-hemispheric differences known
to exist in the lower stratosphere.

Edited by: W. Ward
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